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Highlights 
 

 We add diffusion MRI to Bayesian thalamic nuclei segmentation with structural MRI. 

 

 Adding fiber tracts to probabilistic atlases enables orientation modelling. 
 

 Thalamus segmentation from joint structural and diffusion MRI improves accuracy. 
 

 Atlas and companion segmentation code are freely distributed with FreeSurfer. 
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ABSTRACT
The human thalamus is a highly connected brain structure, which is key for the control of numerous
functions and is involved in several neurological disorders. Recently, neuroimaging studies have in-
creasingly focused on the volume and connectivity of the specific nuclei comprising this structure,
rather than looking at the thalamus as a whole. However, accurate identification of cytoarchitectoni-
cally designed histological nuclei on standard in vivo structural MRI is hampered by the lack of image
contrast that can be used to distinguish nuclei from each other and from surrounding white matter
tracts. While diffusion MRI may offer such contrast, it has lower resolution and lacks some bound-
aries visible in structural imaging. In this work, we present a Bayesian segmentation algorithm for
the thalamus. This algorithm combines prior information from a probabilistic atlas with likelihood
models for both structural and diffusion MRI, allowing segmentation of 25 thalamic labels per hemi-
sphere informed by both modalities. We present an improved probabilistic atlas, incorporating thala-
mic nuclei identified from histology and 45 white matter tracts surrounding the thalamus identified in
ultra-high gradient strength diffusion imaging. We present a family of likelihood models for diffusion
tensor imaging, ensuring compatibility with the vast majority of neuroimaging datasets that include
diffusion MRI data. The use of these diffusion likelihood models greatly improves identification of
nuclear groups versus segmentation based solely on structural MRI. Dice comparison of 5 manually
identifiable groups of nuclei to ground truth segmentations show improvements of up to 10 percent-
age points. Additionally, our chosen model shows a high degree of reliability, with median test-retest
Dice scores above 0.85 for four out of five nuclei groups, whilst also offering improved detection of
differential thalamic involvement in Alzheimer’s disease (AUROC 81.98%). The probabilistic atlas
and segmentation tool will be made publicly available as part of the neuroimaging package FreeSurfer.

1. Introduction
The thalamus has traditionally been considered a relay

station for information in the brain, with extensive connec-
tions to both cortical and subcortical structures (Schmah-
mann, 2003; Behrens et al., 2003). As such, it integrates
information processing between cortical regions (Sherman,
2007, 2016; Hwang et al., 2017) and is associated with a
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wide range of functions including cognition, memory, sen-
sory and motor functions, regulation of consciousness and
spoken language among others (Sherman andGuillery, 2001;
Schmahmann, 2003; Fama and Sullivan, 2015). Addition-
ally, neurodegenerative pathological processes in the tha-
lamus have been associated with Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
(de Jong et al., 2008; Zarei et al., 2010), frontotemporal de-
mentia (Bocchetta et al., 2018; McKenna et al., 2022), Hunt-
ington’s disease (Aron et al., 2003; Kassubek et al., 2005)
and multiple sclerosis (Minagar et al., 2013; Planche et al.,
2019).

With such wide established connections and functions,
the thalamus is a frequent target in MRI-based neuroimag-
ing studies and a focus for research in relation to both healthy
and disordered brain function. This creates a need for reli-
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able identification of thalamic borders. Therefore, the tha-
lamus is defined by several structural MRI (sMRI) segmen-
tation methods, including multi-atlas segmentation (Heck-
emann et al., 2006), Bayesian segmentation (Puonti et al.,
2016) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Wachinger
et al., 2018; Billot et al., 2020; Henschel et al., 2020). Ad-
ditionally, the thalamus has been included in popular image
processing packages, including FreeSurfer’s (Fischl, 2012)
recon-all stream, which uses a probabilistic atlas of anatomy
andMRI intensity (Fischl et al., 2002), and the FMRIB Soft-
ware Library (FSL) (Smith et al., 2004), which includes a
model of shape and appearance in its implementation (FIRST)
(Patenaude et al., 2011).

The methods above segment the thalamus as a single la-
bel, however in reality it is a complex and heterogeneous
structure. It is composed of 14 major nuclei, which may be
split further into 50 subnuclei depending on the level of de-
tail in the classification and agreement on neuroanatomical
definition. There are multiple such definitions with vary-
ing numbers of subnuclei (Morel, 2007; Jones, 2012; Mai
and Majtanik, 2019). These nuclei have distinct patterns
of connections with other brain regions and subserve dif-
ferent functions, including associative, sensory, motor, cog-
nitive and limbic (Schmahmann, 2003). For example, the
ventral lateral posterior nucleus is involved in motor func-
tion through connections with the cerebellum and the mo-
tor cortex, while the mediodorsal nucleus has connections
with the prefrontal cortex and plays a role in cognitive and
emotional processes (Mai and Forutan, 2012; Schmahmann,
2003). In addition, neuropathological studies have demon-
strated preferential involvement of certain thalamic nuclei
in several conditions, such as the caudal intralaminar nuclei
in Parkinson’s disease (Henderson et al., 2000), the anterior
nuclei in AD (Braak and Braak, 1991a,b), and the pulvinar
in the C9orf72 genetic subtype of frontotemporal dementia
(Vatsavayai et al., 2016). These studies provide strong moti-
vation for the design of automated segmentation algorithms
that accurately define thalamic nuclei in vivo, enabling iden-
tification of reliable and precise biomarkers.

Different approaches have been used to segment thala-
mic nuclei. There are segmentation strategies that attempt
to directly register histology derived labels to MRI. For in-
stance, manually labelled histology can be used to gener-
ate a reference space atlas that may then be applied to in
vivo MRI through registration-based segmentation (Krauth
et al., 2010; Jakab et al., 2012; Sadikot et al., 2011). How-
ever, such approaches are limited by the difficulty in reg-
istering MR images with different contrasts. Other tech-
niques define their label scheme based on information de-
rived from the imaging data to be segmented. For example,
diffusion MRI (dMRI) has been used to define thalamic re-
gions by clustering voxels based on diffusion tensor imag-
ing (DTI) indices (Mang et al., 2012) and orientation dis-
tribution functions (Battistella et al., 2017; Semedo et al.,
2018). Other studies have divided the thalamus into regions
based on their cortical connectivity, either through resting-
state functional MRI time course correlations (Zhang et al.,

Figure 1: Thalamic segmentation of a T1-weighted structural
MRI overlaid on the co-registered T1-weighted image (left) and
a co-registered directionally encoded colour FA image (right).
High contrast between medial and lateral thalamic regions on
structural imaging improves the accuracy of these boundaries
(white arrows). However, low contrast between the lateral
thalamus and white matter causes over-segmentation into the
internal capsule, which can easily be discerned in the colour
FA image (red arrows).

2008) or dMRI tractography (Behrens et al., 2003; Johansen-
Berg et al., 2005). However, exactly how thalamic regions
defined by functional MRI relate to neurobiology is not fully
understood (Eickhoff et al., 2015) and there is some indica-
tion that tractography-based segmentations are insensitive to
the internal structure of the thalamus (Clayden et al., 2019).

The development of advanced MRI acquisitions has also
allowed for atlases to be defined from manual segmentation
of in vivo imaging directly, due to improved resolution and
contrast. For example, guided by histological atlases, it has
been possible to manually identify nuclei on advanced sMRI
acquired at 7T (Tourdias et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2020) and
on dMRI through short-track track density imaging (Basile
et al., 2021). In particular, segmentations of 7Twhite-matter-
nulled imaging have been used to generate both multi-atlas
segmentation ("THOMAS" Su et al. 2019) and CNN (Uma-
pathy et al., 2021) segmentation algorithms. However, these
segmentations do not have the full level of detail present in
histological atlases and performance is impacted by changes
in acquired contrast, due to domain gap effects for CNNs and
poorer registration in multi-atlas segmentation.

Aiming to provide detailed segmentations of thalamic
nuclei that is robust to changes in MRI acquisition and con-
trast, we previously constructed a probabilistic atlas of the
thalamus and surrounding tissue frommanually labelled his-
tology (Iglesias et al., 2018). We then combined this atlas
with Bayesian inferencemethods (Wells et al., 1996; Van Leem-
put et al., 1999; Ashburner and Friston, 2005; Pohl et al.,
2006) to allow segmentation of 25 bilateral histological la-
bels from sMRI. This approach had the advantage that the
intensity model of each label was learned from the target
image, reducing dependence of the resulting segmentations
on the type of sMRI acquisition contrast. However, sMRI
acquisitions can show poor contrast in some areas, leading
to errors in segmentation that become apparent when over-
laid on dMRI. For example, Fig. 1 shows that our previous
method can accurately follow the boundary between groups
of medial and lateral nuclei, but the lack of contrast between
lateral nuclei and white matter can lead to oversegmentation
into the internal capsule.
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The availability of complementary information from dMRI
sequences provides a possible avenue for minimising such
segmentation errors. An increasing number of large multi-
site neuroimaging studies, including theHumanConnectome
Project (HCP) (Van Essen et al., 2013), the Alzheimer’s Dis-
ease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) (Jack Jr. et al., 2008),
and theGENetic Frontotemporal dementia Initiative (GENFI)
(Rohrer et al., 2015) are acquiring both structural and diffu-
sionMRI. Additionally, use ofDTI combinedwith registration-
based segmentation has been proposed for segmentation of
thewhole thalamus in subjects where T1-weightedMRI con-
trast is very low (Al-Saady et al., 2022). As can be seen
in Fig. 1, dMRI shows good contrast between the thalamus
and the adjacent white matter, while structural MRI pro-
vides better contrast between the medial nuclei and cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF) as well as higher resolution. There-
fore, we look towards creating joint models of structural and
diffusion MRI, incorporating likelihood models of DTI such
as those used in the modelling of white matter fibres (Jian
and Vemuri, 2007).

We present an extension of our structural Bayesian in-
ference segmentation algorithm to incorporate dMRI. We
focus on DTI due to the ease of fitting tensors to diffusion-
weighted images, even from legacy data or in studies with
short acquisitions. We explore our recently proposed diffu-
sion likelihoodmodel, combining the Dimroth-Scheidegger-
Watson (DSW) and Beta distributions (Iglesias et al., 2019).
We compare thismodel to both theWishart distribution, from
fibre modelling literature (Jian and Vemuri, 2007), and the
log-Gaussian distribution, influenced by tensor interpolation
methods (Arsigny et al., 2006). Additionally, we build on
our previous histological atlas of the thalamus by adding 45
labels for white matter tracts passing adjacent to the tha-
lamus, allowing the DTI likelihood models to capture the
varying directionality of fibers in white matter without be-
coming sensitive to non-white-matter tissue. The resulting
segmentation method allows constraints to be imposed inde-
pendently on both the structural and diffusion modelling by
including separate shared parameter models, enforcing re-
flective symmetry, incorporating prior distributions on like-
lihood parameters, and re-weighting likelihood terms to ac-
count for the lower resolution of DTI.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we out-
line our joint segmentation method. This includes explana-
tions of: the general Bayesian inference model; the model
fitting and segmentation process; the three likelihood mod-
els; the atlas and its construction; and general implementa-
tion details. In Section 3 we evaluate our joint segmentation
method on both high and low resolution data. This evalua-
tion includes: model optimisation and evaluation on a pop-
ulation template constructed from both T1-weighted MP-
RAGE and DTI images; evaluation of the optimised mod-
els on subjects from HCP, providing comparison to man-
ual ground truth and test-retest reliability; and test-retest and
indirect evaluation on conventional quality data. Section 4
concludes the paper.

2. Bayesian segmentation of brain MRI
2.1. Probabilistic model and Bayesian inference

Here we outline the theory and implementation of our
Bayesian segmentation algorithm. As in existing Bayesian
segmentation literature (Van Leemput et al., 1999; Zhang
et al., 2001; Ashburner and Friston, 2005; Iglesias et al.,
2015; Puonti et al., 2016), our strategy relies on modelling
the voxel-wise data as observable random variables. These
follow a different distribution for each label class in a sup-
plied deformable probabilistic atlas of the volume encom-
passing the thalamus (Van Leemput, 2009; Iglesias et al.,
2018). Both the voxel-data distributions and deformation
of the atlas are parameterised by hidden random variables
dependent on the subject and image acquisition. Estimating
these hidden random variables allows us to generate a voxel-
wise probability ofmembership in each label class (Van Leem-
put et al., 1999; Ashburner and Friston, 2005). In the Bayesian
approach, this is used to construct the posterior probabil-
ity of a labelling (or segmentation) given paired sMRI and
dMRI data.

For the purposes of this method we assume that both the
sMRI and dMRI have been registered and resampled to the
same grid comprised of voxels indexed by v ∈ {1,… , V }.
We denote the labelling of these voxels by L = [l1,… , lV ],with lv ∈ {1,… , C} –whereC is the number of label classes
in ourmodel. Similarly, we construct amatrixS = [s1,… , sV ]holding vectors of sMRI voxel data, sv, and matrix D =
[d1,… ,dV ] to hold the dMRI voxel data, dv. We explore
different representations of dv in later sections.

Using this notation and applying Bayes’ rule, the poste-
rior probability of a specific labelling for a pair of sMRI and
dMRI scans of a subject is:
p(L|S,D) ∝ p(S,D|L)p(L), (1)
and the labelling thatmaximises Eq. (1) is known as themax-
imum a posteriori (MAP) estimate for the segmentation. To
obtain this MAP estimate we need both the likelihood dis-
tribution, p(S,D|L), of our imaging data given a segmen-
tation, and a prior distribution, p(L), generated from prior
anatomical knowledge of the thalamus and its surroundings.
As these can be used to generate random scans by sampling
first from the prior then from the likelihood, segmentation
can be thought of as fitting a generative probabilistic forward
model to our data and “inverting” it to obtain the labelling.

To make the problem in Eq. (1) tractable, we assume:
i) that both the likelihood and prior factorise over voxels and
ii) that the sMRI and dMRI are independent of each other
given the labels. The exact graphical model of our frame-
work is shown in Fig. 2. At the top of this model we define
the prior distribution on the labels, beginning with a proba-
bilistic atlas A. This atlas is constructed within a reference
brain space, meaning it is likely to match the topology of any
segmentation subject, but will require deformation to match
accurately. The atlasA provides, at each spatial location, the
prior probability of observing each neuroanatomical label
class. We define A on a deformable tetrahedral mesh, where
each vertex has an associated vector of class probabilities,
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<latexit sha1_base64="ccCuXbeZZLMOeqwDcQFfOw5Aazo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ccCuXbeZZLMOeqwDcQFfOw5Aazo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ccCuXbeZZLMOeqwDcQFfOw5Aazo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ccCuXbeZZLMOeqwDcQFfOw5Aazo=">AAAEqXicjZPfb9MwEMe9LbBRfm3wyAuiLwimKpmQ2OPEeOAFddXoVtFUk+NcU6uxHezL6GblL+ANwR/Hf4ObBkQStcJS4svnvqe7nH1RlnKDvv9ra3vHu3N3d+9e5/6Dh48e7x88uTAq1wyGTKVKjyJqIOUShsgxhVGmgYoohctofrr0X16DNlzJT3iTwUTQRPIpZxQdGpxe7Xf9nl+u520jqIwuqdbZ1cHO9zBWLBcgkaXUmHHgZzixVCNnKRSdMDeQUTanCYxznB5PLJdZjiBZ0fnXaakwguKsaEJzI6I6XEw1ZXWUaJrNOFvUaSQa30rNkUamTg3PJcd66HjZQCNzEYGG+FDnKcTup9JEaY4zcQSN4nOdNmosz6KhmrmOaw3TeipGM4405bcwsa5l7niWik74HlxDNXx0Tem7OIpKv7Ih1Ymgi8I1OAkPl9YmIZd/hM5aJ0RdWPesczMlDRZ2ta0XrTQbJAJiTl091b6p7Eq5qnyz/BoY6tvCut1pJHxlSggq4/C871I6LUd73i/qvkgsrHvZRYubkpsWj0set7gouWhxXXLd4Kv75GpyaWgco2Iqlwjawpe8HMDCBkWINHGHMoO/sH6L/uNquikOmjPbNi6OeoHfCwZvuifvqnneI8/IC/KSBOQtOSEfyBkZEkaAfCM/yE/vtTfwRt7nlXR7q4p5SmrLY78BVmCkow==</latexit>

V
<latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y4ZZJ0XjiPbntmLJ3NdFvRuOnJA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fHU0OScO2mEBm6mvZkz4lEDjVus=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fHU0OScO2mEBm6mvZkz4lEDjVus=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4sBY8DPF9Ef2SH8zrmHqRqqp/zY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">AAAEqXicjZPfb9MwEMe9LcAovzZ45AXRFwRTlUyT4HECHnhBXTXaVTTV5DjX1GpsB/syuln5C3hD8Mfx3+CmAZFErbCU+PK57+kuZ1+Updyg7//a2d3zbt2+s3+3c+/+g4ePDg4fj4zKNYMhU6nS44gaSLmEIXJMYZxpoCJK4SJavFv5L65AG67kJ7zOYCpoIvmMM4oODUaXB12/55frWdsIKqNLqnV2ebj3PYwVywVIZCk1ZhL4GU4t1chZCkUnzA1klC1oApMcZ2+mlsssR5Cs6PzrtFQYQXFeNKG5FlEdLmeasjpKNM3mnC3rNBKNb6UWSCNTp4bnkmM9dLJqoJG5iEBDfKTzFGL3U2miNMe5OIZG8blOGzWWZ9FQzV3HtYZZPRWjGUea8huYWtcydzwrRSd8D66hGj66pvRdHEWlX9qQ6kTQZeEanIRHK2ubkMs/QmdtEqIurHs2uZmSBgu73jaL1potEgExp66eat9WdqVcV75dfgUM9U1h3e40Er4yJQSVcXjedymdlqM97xd1XySW1r3sssVNyU2LxyWPW1yUXLS4Lrlu8PV9cjW5NDSOUTGVSwRt4UteDmBhgyJEmrhDmcNfWL9F/3E13RQHzZltG6PjXuD3gsFJ9/RtNc/75Cl5Tl6QgLwmp+QDOSNDwgiQb+QH+em98gbe2Pu8lu7uVDFPSG157Denf6S2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">AAAEqXicjZPfb9MwEMe9LcAovzZ45AXRFwRTlUyT4HECHnhBXTXaVTTV5DjX1GpsB/syuln5C3hD8Mfx3+CmAZFErbCU+PK57+kuZ1+Updyg7//a2d3zbt2+s3+3c+/+g4ePDg4fj4zKNYMhU6nS44gaSLmEIXJMYZxpoCJK4SJavFv5L65AG67kJ7zOYCpoIvmMM4oODUaXB12/55frWdsIKqNLqnV2ebj3PYwVywVIZCk1ZhL4GU4t1chZCkUnzA1klC1oApMcZ2+mlsssR5Cs6PzrtFQYQXFeNKG5FlEdLmeasjpKNM3mnC3rNBKNb6UWSCNTp4bnkmM9dLJqoJG5iEBDfKTzFGL3U2miNMe5OIZG8blOGzWWZ9FQzV3HtYZZPRWjGUea8huYWtcydzwrRSd8D66hGj66pvRdHEWlX9qQ6kTQZeEanIRHK2ubkMs/QmdtEqIurHs2uZmSBgu73jaL1potEgExp66eat9WdqVcV75dfgUM9U1h3e40Er4yJQSVcXjedymdlqM97xd1XySW1r3sssVNyU2LxyWPW1yUXLS4Lrlu8PV9cjW5NDSOUTGVSwRt4UteDmBhgyJEmrhDmcNfWL9F/3E13RQHzZltG6PjXuD3gsFJ9/RtNc/75Cl5Tl6QgLwmp+QDOSNDwgiQb+QH+em98gbe2Pu8lu7uVDFPSG157Denf6S2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yC+FpTEcdWkxrlhv/Y/oUFnJkQg=">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</latexit>
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✓d
c<latexit sha1_base64="VB+v+KIJ9pKKnmsm5nuR3YWvfS8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VB+v+KIJ9pKKnmsm5nuR3YWvfS8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VB+v+KIJ9pKKnmsm5nuR3YWvfS8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VB+v+KIJ9pKKnmsm5nuR3YWvfS8=">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</latexit>

✓s
c

<latexit sha1_base64="8KKEOe4ZBgB6MAQvGSZum06zpuA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8KKEOe4ZBgB6MAQvGSZum06zpuA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8KKEOe4ZBgB6MAQvGSZum06zpuA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8KKEOe4ZBgB6MAQvGSZum06zpuA=">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</latexit>

✓a
<latexit sha1_base64="DFvtnQXa9J3Fp+chIW8mOUbqOIM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFvtnQXa9J3Fp+chIW8mOUbqOIM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFvtnQXa9J3Fp+chIW8mOUbqOIM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFvtnQXa9J3Fp+chIW8mOUbqOIM=">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</latexit>

�d
c<latexit sha1_base64="NLw6B1aMhg5Y2CEr6yZkTA/Z/6s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NLw6B1aMhg5Y2CEr6yZkTA/Z/6s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NLw6B1aMhg5Y2CEr6yZkTA/Z/6s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NLw6B1aMhg5Y2CEr6yZkTA/Z/6s=">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</latexit>

�s
c

<latexit sha1_base64="jWBacw7TzX9Fl0tLeroIb6cPkHM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jWBacw7TzX9Fl0tLeroIb6cPkHM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jWBacw7TzX9Fl0tLeroIb6cPkHM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jWBacw7TzX9Fl0tLeroIb6cPkHM=">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</latexit>

�a
<latexit sha1_base64="nGBb5g7T6/psGfxNjzkRj9JTak4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nGBb5g7T6/psGfxNjzkRj9JTak4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nGBb5g7T6/psGfxNjzkRj9JTak4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nGBb5g7T6/psGfxNjzkRj9JTak4=">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</latexit>A

<latexit sha1_base64="4wpMVu7CzoeoJOXeEwAxMEF999U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4wpMVu7CzoeoJOXeEwAxMEF999U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4wpMVu7CzoeoJOXeEwAxMEF999U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4wpMVu7CzoeoJOXeEwAxMEF999U=">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</latexit>

Figure 2: Graphical model of the proposed framework. Larger
circles represent random variables with open circles for the hid-
den variables (�, l), and shaded circles for the observed vari-
ables (s,d). Smaller solid circles are deterministic parameters
such as the atlas (A) and encoded prior information (). Rect-
angles indicate replication across voxels (V ) or classes (C).

and barycentric interpolation can be used to obtain proba-
bilities at non-vertex locations (Van Leemput, 2009). We
define a set of parameters, �a, that move the mesh nodes to
deform the atlas into the space of the target MRI voxel grid,
accommodating the anatomical variability across subjects.
These parameters are themselves a sample from a distribu-
tion that is regularised by setting the stiffness a, preventing
folding of the atlas mesh and preserving topology. We then
assume that our labelling L is sampled from the categorical
distribution over classes defined by the deformed atlas, with
each voxel location sampled independently allowing factori-
sation.

Given L we can define the likelihood model for our ob-
served data. We assume that the sMRI and dMRI are condi-
tionally independent from each other and across voxels given
the labelling, with sv and dv modelled as samples from sep-
arate distributions parameterised by �sc and �dc respectively.
These hidden parameters are dependent on the correspond-
ing label lv = c. Any prior knowledge on these parameters
is encoded in prior distributions controlled by hyperparam-
eters sc and dc .Under these assumptionswe can define the full joint prob-
ability density function (PDF) for Fig. 2 as
p(S,D,L,�|A, )
= p(S|L,�s)p(D|L,�d)p(L|A,�a)p(�|)

=

(
V∏
v=1

p(sv|�slv )p(dv|�dlv )p(lv|A,�a)
)

(
C∏
c=1

p(�sc|sc )p(�dc |dc )
)
p(�a|a), (2)

where � = {�sc ,�dc ,�ac} and  = {sc , dc , ac }.With the model described by Fig. 2 and Eq. (2) we can
formulate the MAP estimate for our segmentation as
LMAP = argmax

L
p(S,D|L, A, )p(L|A, )

= argmax
L ∫ p(S,D|L,�, A)p(L|�, A)p(�|S,D, A, )d�. (3)

However, integrating the joint PDF over the full space of
possible parameters � is intractable. For this reasonwemake
the standard assumption that the posterior distribution of the
hidden parameters is heavily peaked around themode, p(�|S,D) ≃
�(� − �̂). In this way, we can segment our images by apply-
ing Bayes’ rule to Eq. (2) and marginalising over the hidden
labelling L to obtain these optimal hidden parameters (so
called "point estimates"):

�̂ = argmax
{�a ,�s ,�d}

[
p(�a|a)p(�s|s)p(�d|d)

∑
L
p(S,D|L,�s,�d)p(L|�a, A)

]
, (4)

and then optimising L to obtain the MAP estimate
LMAP = argmax

L
p(S,D|L, �̂, A)p(L|�̂, A). (5)

2.2. Parameter estimation and segmentation
The first step is to estimate the optimal hidden parame-

ters �̂ from Eq. (4). We begin by formulating the likelihood
PDFs for both sMRI and dMRI as mixture models. Each la-
bel class in the atlas is described by its own mixture model
constructed using a selection from G structural and W dif-
fusion component distributions. The likelihoods of sv and
dv given membership of voxel v in class c are then
p(sv|�sc) =

∑
i
gc,ip(sv|�si ), p(dv|�dc ) =

∑
j
wc,jp(dv|�dj ). (6)

Here, gc,i ≥ 0 andwc,j ≥ 0 are mixture weights in the model
of label class c indicating the contribution of the i-th sMRI
and j-th dMRI components to the appearance of the class
in the respective modality. These distributions are param-
eterised by �si and �dj , respectively, with i ∈ 1,… , G and
j ∈ 1,… ,W . In both cases the sum over the component
weights for a given class must be equal to one, ∑i gc,i = 1
and ∑

j wc,j = 1, ensuring all white- and grey-matter class
boundaries are informed by both structural and diffusion con-
trast. This formulation provides a high degree of flexibility,
allowing us to specify a priori combinations of classes that
may be modelled using the same parameters.

Combining Eq. (6) with Eqs. (2) and (4) and taking log-
arithms we can then obtain an objective function to be opti-
mised with respect to the distribution parameters,
O(�|S,D, A, )

= log p(�a|a) +
G∑
i
log p(�si |si ) +

W∑
j
log p(�dj |dj )

+
V∑
v
log

C∑
c
p(lcv|A,�a)

[
G∑
i
gc,ip(sv|�si )

][
W∑
j
wc,jp(dv|�dj )

]
.

(7)
To optimise Eq. (7) we adapt the approach proposed by Puonti
et al. (2016). In this approach the atlas deformation parame-
ters and likelihood parameters are optimised iteratively in a
coordinate ascent scheme, with each being optimised while
the other is fixed. The optimisation of the �a is performed
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using a standard conjugate gradient operator with the defor-
mation prior p(�a|a) taking the form of the penalty term de-
fined by Ashburner et al. (2000). The likelihood parameters
�s and �d are then optimised using a Generalised Expecta-
tion Maximisation (GEM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977;
Van Leemput et al., 1999), iterating between expectation (E)
and Maximisation (M) steps.
E step: In the E step, we build a lower bound Q(�) for the
objective function in Eq. (7) using Jensen’s inequality:

Q(�) = log p(�a|a) +
G∑
i
log p(�si |si ) +

W∑
j
log p(�dj |dj )

+
∑
v,c,i,j

qc,i,jv log
[
p(lcv|A,�a)p(sv|�si )p(dv|�dj )

]

−
∑
v,c,i,j

qc,i,jv

[
log qc,i,jv − log gc,i − logwc,j

]
. (8)

Here lcv indicates the event that the voxel label lv = c and
qc,i,jv is a soft segmentation at the current parameter estimates
indicating the combination of class c, sMRI distribution i
and dMRI distribution j:

qc,i,jv =
gc,iwc,jp(lcv|A,�a)p(sv|�si )p(dv|�dj )∑

{c,i,j} gc,iwc,jp(lcv|A,�a)p(sv|�si )p(dv|�dj )
. (9)

M step: In the generalised M step we attempt to increase
the boundQ(�) in Eq. (8). We note that the two sets of distri-
bution parameters �si and �dj can be optimised individually,
as they make independent contributions to the bound:

Qs(�si ) = log p(�
s
i |si ) +

V∑
v

[∑
c,j
qc,i,jv

]
log p(sv|�si ), (10)

Qd(�dj ) = log p(�
d
j |dj ) +

V∑
v

[∑
c,i
qc,i,jv

]
log p(dv|�dj ). (11)

These contributions can then be optimised using either closed
form solutions or numerical methods, depending on the dis-
tribution used as we will describe in Section 2.3. Finally we
can calculate the new optimal weightings as

gc,i =
∑
{v,j} qc,i,jv∑
{v,i,j} q

c,i,j
v

wc,j =
∑
{v,i} qc,i,jv∑
{v,i,j} q

c,i,j
v

(12)

Segmentation: The mesh deformation and likelihood pa-
rameter optimisation steps are repeated alternately until the
objective function in Eq. (7) has converged. At this point, we
note that the formulation of the posterior factorises over vox-
els and the posterior probability of each class may be found
by summing over the soft segmentations qc,i,jv . Hence the fi-
nal MAP estimate segmentation is given by

l̂v = argmax
c

G∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

qc,i,jv . (13)

2.3. Likelihoods
So far, we have outlined the Bayesian framework and

segmentation processwithout specifying the likelihoodmod-
els used for both sets of MRI data. The steps outlined above

are not affected by the choice of distributions used. Here
we provide an overview of the distributions used to model
the sMRI and dMRI data, including the likelihood term and,
where applicable, the prior over its parameters. Detailed
equations for the calculation of PDF values as well as the
optimisation of model parameters, �, may be found in Sec-
tion S.1 of the supplement.
2.3.1. Structural MRI model

To model the sMRI intensities, we follow the Bayesian
brainMR segmentation literature and use a mixture of Gaus-
sian intensity distributions (Ashburner and Friston, 2005;
Zhang et al., 2001; Van Leemput et al., 1999). In this model
the intensity values for each structural modality are held in
the vector sv and the model parameters �si are the mean and
covariance, {�i,Σi}, of the structural mixture component i.
We choose to use the natural conjugate prior, the Normal-
Inverse-Wishart distribution, on these Gaussian parameters.
The likelihood and prior distributions are therefore
p(sv|�si ) ∼ (�i,Σi), p(�i,Σi|si ) ∼(M s

i , n
s
i ,Ψ

s
i , �

s
i ),(14)

where Ms
i , n

s
i ,Ψ

s
i and �si encode any prior knowledge we

may have on the structural distribution. Formulations for
the structural PDFs and closed form solutions to the param-
eter M step parameter optimisations can be found in Sec-
tion S.1.1 of the supplement.
2.3.2. Diffusion MRI models

To model the dMRI data, we consider distributions over
tensors estimated with DTI. Even though higher-order mod-
els can be used with modern dMRI acquisitions, using DTI
models ensures that our method is compatible with virtually
every dMRI dataset, including huge amounts of legacy data.
In this work, we compare two competing models, based on
the Wishart and Gaussian distributions, to our previously-
proposed DSW-beta distribution (Iglesias et al., 2019).
Wishart: Following existing white matter fibre modelling
literature, we look to the Wishart distribution (Jian and Ve-
muri, 2007). DTI produces at each voxel a covariance ma-
trix describing the displacements of water molecules in the
voxel. Therefore, the natural conjugate prior for these ten-
sors is an Inverse-Wishart distribution. We use this in combi-
nation with a Gamma distribution on the degrees of freedom
parameter (Görür and Rasmussen, 2010), with the effect of
lowering the degrees of freedom and increasing the breadth
of the resulting Wishart distributions. In this model, we de-
fine dv as the inverse of the diffusion tensor Tv. We then use
the Wishart and Gamma distributions to model dv and �dj :
dv ∼(ndj , V

d
j ), (ndj − 2)∕2 ∼ Γ(�, �), (15)

where � and � are set to 0.5 and 1.5 respectively to provide
a non-informative prior. Formulations for the Wishart PDFs
and the optimisation problem in the M step can be found in
Section S.1.2 of the supplement.
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Log-Gaussian: This model is motivated by literature on
the interpolation of DTI volumes. Direct interpolation of
DTI can lead to swelling of the ellipsoids representing the
diffusion tensors, but interpolating in the log domain reduces
this effect (Arsigny et al., 2006; Dryden et al., 2009). For this
reason, and noting that the DTI tensors, Tv, are symmetric
with only six independent variables, we define dv as a vector
dv = P vec(log Tv), vec(log Tv) = P ⊤dv, (16)
where P is a constant 6 × 9 matrix (values listed in supple-
ment) designed with the constraint that
‖ log(T1) − log(T2)‖2 = ‖d1 − d2‖22, (17)
and therefore interpolation of the vectors dv is equivalent tointerpolation of the tensors in the log domain. In this formu-
lation the natural distribution to choose based on the distance
metric in Eq. (17) is a Gaussian distribution with a scalar
variance
dv ∼ (md

j , �
d
j ). (18)

We then define uniform priors on both mdj and �dj due to
the difficulty in informing these parameters a priori. For-
mulations for the log-Gaussian PDFs and the optimisation
problem in the M step can be found in Section S.1.3 of the
supplement.
DSW-beta: This model is a custom combination of two
distributions proposed in our prior work (Iglesias et al., 2019).
This was motivated by a desire to lower the dimensionality
of dv, leading to a reduction in extreme values of the likeli-
hood that may overwhelm the prior. Here only the fractional
anisotropy (FA), fv, and the principal eigenvector, �v, ofthe tensor Tv are modelled so that dv = {fv,�v}. In this ap-proach, we use the two parameter Beta distribution to model
the FA as it is able to model both the location and dispersion
of signals in the range [0, 1]. We then use the DSW distri-
bution to model �v.The DSW distribution is defined on the unit sphere and
parameterised by a mean direction  and a concentration �,
giving a PDF of the form
p(�| , �) = [Z(�)]−1 exp

{
�
(
( )⊤�

)2} , (19)
where Z(�) is a normalising constant given by the Kummer
function in 3D (Mardia et al., 2000). As the DSW distri-
bution is antipodally symmetric, it accommodates the direc-
tional invariance of dMRI (Zhang et al., 2012). It is also
rotationally symmetric around a mean direction and its op-
posite { ,− ∶ ‖ ‖ = 1}, with a dispersion around the
mean parameterised by the concentration �. This � allows
us to incorporate the higher directional dispersion in voxels
with lower FA by multiplying the component specific con-
centration by the voxel FA to give an effective concentration
for each voxel. The likelihood distribution in this formula-
tion of the dMRI is therefore a joint DSW-beta distribution
fv ∼ (�dj , �dj ), �v ∼ ( d

j |f�dj ). (20)
Formulations for the DSW-beta PDFs and M step can be
found in Section S.1.4 of the supplement.

(a)

(d)

(b) (c)

(e)

Figure 3: (a-c) Types of segmentations used to build the at-
las. (a) Coronal histological section of the thalamus, with
manual delineations of the nuclei. (b) Coronal slice of an
in vivo T1-weighted MRI scan, with manual delineations for
whole brain structures. (c) Similar coronal slice of one of the
new 16 cases, with the white matter subdivided into tracts.
(d-e) Corresponding axial slices of the previous and updated
probabilistic atlases; colours are linear combinations of look
up table colours weighted by their corresponding probability in
each version of the atlas. The original atlas (d) was trained
with segmentations like the ones in (a-b), while the new atlas
used (a-c).

2.4. Prior distribution: an improved probabilistic
atlas of the thalamus

In Iglesias et al. (2018), we presented a highly detailed
probabilistic atlas of the human thalamus built from a com-
bination of in vivo MRI and histology. The spatial distri-
bution of the thalamic nuclei was learnt from manual de-
lineations drawn on 3D reconstructed histological sections
from 12 specimens (Fig. 3a), whereas 39 MRI scans with
manual delineations (Fischl et al., 2002) were used to learn
the distribution of surrounding tissue (Fig. 3b). Direct use of
this atlas (Fig. 3d) in our new framework is not ideal, as the
cerebral white matter was modelled using only two classes –
one per hemisphere. While such a parsimonious model with
a single component is adequate for modelling the unimodal
distribution of white mater intensities in sMRI, it is largely
insufficient to model the dMRI orientations. The distribu-
tion over white matter voxels is highly multimodal due to
the variety of fibre tracts that traverse this tissue in different
orientations.

In principle we could model such a complex distribution
using a mixture model with many components. However,
such an approach is likely to fail, as some of these compo-
nents may end up modelling non-white-matter tissue. In-
stead, we have refined our atlas by subdividing the white
matter surrounding the thalamus into 45 tracts. To achieve
this, we complemented the training data in Iglesias et al.
(2018) (12 ex vivo thalami and 39 in vivo whole brains) with
in vivo sMRI/dMRI data from 16 additional subjects, that
were labelled manually as part of an update (Maffei et al.,
2021) to the TRACULA (TRacts Constrained by UnderLy-
ing Anatomy) package distributed with FreeSurfer (Yendiki
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et al., 2011).
The TRACULA training set (16 healthy adults from the

publicly available MGH-USC HCP; Fan et al. 2016) con-
sisted of dMRI data, acquired using 512 directions at a max-
imum b-value of 10,000 s∕mm2 with 1.5 mm isotropic spa-
tial resolution, and sMRI T1-weighted data, acquired with
an MPRAGE sequence at 1 mm isotropic resolution. Cor-
tical parcellations and subcortical segmentations, including
the whole thalami and cerebral white matter (left and right),
were obtained through FreeSurfer (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl
et al., 1999, 2002, 2004). Whole-brain probabilistic trac-
tograms were generated for each subject using constrained
spherical deconvolution approaches (Tax et al., 2014; Jeuris-
sen et al., 2014) and streamlines used to manually label 42
white matter tracts through a combination of inclusion and
exclusion criteria (Maffei et al., 2021). Resulting tractograms
were transformed to the sMRI of the subject using a boundary-
based, affine registration method (Greve and Fischl, 2009)
and converted into visitation maps. These soft segmenta-
tions were spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (� =
2mm). For each white matter voxel in the FreeSurfer sub-
cortical segmentation, we replaced its label by the tract with
the highest probability (unless such probability was below
5%), dividing the white matter into 42 tracts and a generic
white matter class (Fig. 3c).

The three types of segmentations (Fig. 3a-c) were used
to rebuild the atlas, using a technique that enables combin-
ing labellings with different levels of detail (Iglesias et al.,
2015). As a last adjustment, wemanually excluded tracts not
passing adjacent to the thalamus and subdivided labels cor-
responding to regions with identified heterogeneity of dMRI
contrast. This subdivision principally affected the anterior
commissure and the tracts comprising the corpus callosum,
which were split into their left and right hemisphere compo-
nents to account for reflective symmetry. The resulting atlas
therefore contains 45 final labels for the white matter tracts.
Each of these subclasses can be modelled either with uni-
modal distributions or mixtures with very few components,
effectively preventing themodelling of non-white-matter tis-
sue. Additionally, the medial pulvinar nuclei (PuM) were
also split into lateral and medial classes to account for the
typically more left-right directionality of their lateral por-
tion. This is consistent with known connectivity differences
between the medial and lateral portions of the PuM (Benar-
roch, 2015). As this split in our atlas was not derived directly
from histological labels, we model these two PuM classes
separately during optimisation and merge them for output.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the new (Fig. 3e) and
old (Fig. 3d) atlases. The voxel colours in Fig. 3(d-e) are
a linear combination of the label colours, weighted by their
corresponding probability in each version of the atlas, pro-
viding a visual representation of smooth changes in the atlas
for regions at the boundary of multiple labels. The new at-
las is almost identical to the original, with the addition of
more specific labels in the white mater and PuM. However,
as with our previous atlas, the reticular and other classes out-
side the thalamus are used only for modelling purposes and

are merged into the background for output, resulting in the
segmentation of 50 labels.
2.5. Implementation details
2.5.1. Data preparation

Weassume that the sMRI has been processedwith FreeSurfer,
which yields a bias field corrected image and a whole brain
segmentation (aseg.mgz, Fischl et al. 2002). The labels in
aseg.mgz are used to initialise both the atlas deformation
(Iglesias et al., 2015, 2018) and hyperparameters in the struc-
tural prior in Eq. (14). In practice the hypermeanMs

i is es-timated from the median of the relevant label in this initial
coarse segmentation, and nsi relates to the number of voxels
used in estimatingMs

i . However, it is more difficult to ro-
bustly inform prior distributions of the covariance, so we set
both Ψsi and �si to zero to provide a non-informative prior,
giving the set of prior parameters si = {Ms

i , n
s
i }.We also assume that the source dMRI has been put through

the preprocessing stages of TRACULA (Yendiki et al., 2011;
Maffei et al., 2021). This includes FSL’s eddy current and
subjectmotion correction (Andersson and Sotiropoulos, 2016)
before fitting the tensor model. Additionally, we identify
DTI voxels with poor fits as those with tensors that have
negative eigenvalues or FA outside the range [0, 1]. These
are replaced by a local average tensor constructed by convo-
lution of the log space tensors with a 3D Gaussian kernel.
These cleaned tensors are converted to the log domain (Ar-
signy et al., 2006) before interpolation to the voxel grid of
the sMRI.
2.5.2. Mixture model specification

The assignment of component distributions to label classes
is one of the modelling choices that must be made before
segmentation. We assign structural and diffusion compo-
nents independently for each label class, defining what we
will call the structural mixture model (sMM) and diffusion
mixture model (dMM) respectively. In practice, this con-
strains most weights gc,i and wc,j to 0 or 1, with a single
component distribution often shared between groups of la-
bels. However, we do allow for many-to-many relationships
between the label-classes and components. For example, al-
lowing the structural appearance of the CSF label to be mod-
elled by two Gaussian components, one for "clean" CSF that
is also used to model ventricle labels and one for "messy"
CSF that is shared with the choroid plexus.

For class likelihoods composed of multiple distributions,
the non-zero weights are set to be equal for the first E step
and initial component parameters are obtained by use of k-
means clustering. Details of this clustering for each likeli-
hood formulation can be found in Section S.3 of the sup-
plement, while optimisation of the default sMM and dMM
definitions is performed in Section 3.2.
2.5.3. Reflective symmetry

A common regularising constraint applied in structural
Bayesian segmentation algorithms is to use a single distribu-
tion to model structures present in both hemispheres, even if
they are subsequently given separate labels denoting their
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hemisphere. Such constraints have a similar effect to in-
creasing the sample size in fitting the distribution, reducing
the effect of outliers from initialisation errors or local in-
tensity variations on the resulting segmentation. Hence we
enforce this constraint in our sMRI modelling as well as a
similar constraint on the dMRI models.

Due to the directionality of dMRI data we cannot en-
force a single distribution to model two contralateral struc-
tures as in sMRI. Instead we make the assumption that there
is a reflectional symmetry between the distributions on ei-
ther side of the midline. This can be visualised as reflecting
the average ellipsoids described by each distribution in some
plane such as the medial plane. However, in practice such a
plane of reflective symmetry is unlikely to be aligned per-
fectly with the scanner coordinate system. For this reason
we obtain the plane of reflection from the dMRI data itself,
optimising a vector normal to the plane of reflection, r, ini-
tially assumed to be parallel to the left-right axis of the voxel
grid.

Prior to each M step, we substitute reflected distribution
parameters to the bound in Eq. (8) and formulate the contri-
bution of r, producing an optimisation that can be written in
the form

r = argmax
r∶‖r‖=1

W∑
j=1

f
(
�dj
) V∑
v=1

ℎ
(
qjv,�

d
j ,dv, r

)
. (21)

Here, ℎ(⋅) is a function of the location statistics (e.g. mean
vectors for log-Gaussian and DSW-beta), the dMRI voxel
data and the diffusion component posteriors, ensuring con-
tributions to the objective are weighted by their certainty.
Similarly, f (⋅) is a function of the dispersion statistics (e.g.
precision, concentration or degrees of freedom) which en-
sures the contributions of each component distribution are
weighted more strongly when more heavily peaked.

Detailed formulations for the reflection optimisation and
joint distribution fitting can be found in Section S.1 of the
supplement. In each case the objective is a fourth order poly-
nomial in rwith closed form first and second derivatives and
can be optimised using an interior-point method. We can
then jointly fit parameters for corresponding component dis-
tributions in the left and right hemispheres.
2.5.4. Likelihood adjustment

Our model assumes that the resolutions of the dMRI and
sMRI are identical. While datasets such as the HCP devi-
ate from this assumption to a lesser degree, conventional
quality datasets have much lower resolution for the dMRI
in particular, for example T1-weighted images are typically
acquired with each voxel dimension at approximately 1 mm
while dMRI voxel dimensions can approach 2.5mm in each
direction. As we resample to the resolution of the sMRI,
more dMRI voxels are used in likelihood parameter estima-
tion than are available from the source imaging, which leads
to overfitting of the dMRI. In practice, we counteract this
effect by raising the contribution of the dMRI likelihood in
Eq. (7) to a fractional power �, thereby downplaying the
weight of the dMRI voxels in the objective.

To choose the value of � we then examine the effect of
this change on the M step bound in Eq. (11), which becomes

Qd(�dj ) = log p(�
d
j |dj ) + �

V∑
v

[∑
c,i
qc,i,jv

]
log p(dv|�dj ). (22)

Here we see that optimisation of the diffusion parameters is
performed with contributions from a total of V voxels which
have been obtained by interpolation from a smaller number
of voxels V d . By setting � equal to the ratio of voxel sizes
between dMRI and sMRI, the sum in Eq. (22) becomes ap-
proximately equal to the sum over V d voxels, where the con-
tribution of each source voxel is a weighted mean of the sur-
rounding interpolated voxel contributions. Further details
can be found in Section S.2 of the supplement.

3. Experiments and Results
To quantitatively evaluate our method and compare be-

tween the three likelihood formulations we performed ex-
periments using co-registered sMRI and dMRI from three
datasets. In Section 3.1 we generate a population template
fromHCP subjects, and use it to identifymanually segmentable
labels corresponding to groups of labels from our histolog-
ical atlas. In Section 3.2 we use this template to tune our
method in a process of model selection. In Section 3.3 we
evaluate application of our method to high resolution dMRI
on subjects fromHCP, including comparisons tomanual seg-
mentations and test-retest reliability. Finally, in Section 3.4
we evaluate application of our method to conventional qual-
ity dMRI. This includes test-retest reliability on images ac-
quired locally at the University College London Dementia
Research Centre (UCLDRC) and indirect evaluation on sub-
jects with underlying pathologies by testing our method’s
ability to distinguish between healthy controls and subjects
with AD from the ADNI dataset.

In the following experiments, when comparing regions
of interest (ROIs) corresponding to the same label in two
separate segmentations we use the Dice Similarity Coeffi-
cient (DSC) and 95th percentile of Hausdorff distance (95HD).
For two ROIs X and Y these are defined as
DSC(X, Y ) = 2‖X ∩ Y ‖

‖X‖ + ‖Y ‖ , (23)
95HD(X, Y ) = max(d95(X, Y ), d95(Y ,X)), (24)
where ‖ ⋅‖ indicates the volume of the ROI and d95(X, Y ) isthe 95th percentile of the set of distances between points on
the ROI boundaries, {dx = miny∈SY |x − y|}x∈SXAdditionally, when comparing to segmentations performed
using our previous structural-only method (Iglesias et al.,
2018), we show results produced using the code distributed
as part of FreeSurfer 7.2. However, in an attempt to ensure
fair quantitative comparisons, the default mesh stiffness pa-
rameter of this structural implementation was increased to
match the joint model that had been developed on the HCP
dataset. This improved both the DSC and 95HD structural
results compared to the default FreeSurfer distribution. Vi-
sual comparisons of these structural segmentations with and
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Figure 4: Representative axial view of the 10 label manual
segmentation overlaid on the T1-weighted (left) and DEC-FA
(right) population templates of the thalamus. Additional views
are shown in Section S.8 of the supplement. Manually seg-
mented label colour maps are given in Table 1 as are groupings
for quantitative analysis.

without mesh stiffness tuning can be found in section S.6 of
the supplement.
3.1. Population template and manual labels

When evaluating segmentation methods for medical im-
ages, it is common practice to compare the resulting label
maps to a gold standard, usually obtained from manual de-
lineation by a trained rater. However, manual delineation of
50 histological labels on in vivo MRI is infeasible, as many
of the boundaries between are invisible at ∼1mm resolution.
Manual segmentation protocols for larger groups of thalamic
regions (with fewer labels) exist in the literature (Tourdias
et al., 2014), but their anatomical definitions are incompat-
ible with those of our histological labels, introducing bias
and preventing direct and fair comparison. In this study, our
goal is to compare the performance of our tool with a gold
standard that is based on our 50 histological labels and in-
formed by both sMRI and dMRI contrast. For this reason, we
adapted these labels to define our own manual segmentation
criteria for thalamic labels that can be accurately visualised
and segmented on a combination of T1-weighted MPRAGE
and directionally-encoded colour FA (DEC-FA); when la-
bels of smaller thalamic nuclei were not identifiable from the
intensity and contrast of the MRIs, these labels were com-
bined and grouped together, so that the boundaries of the
original 50 histological atlas labels can be easily matched
and compared.

The first step in defining these criteria was to create a
high resolution template using 500 subjects from theWashU-
UMN HCP dataset (Van Essen et al., 2013) and an unbiased
template construction method (Joshi et al., 2004). We used
three channels in the registration: T1-weighted intensity, T2-
weighted intensity, and FA. In order to include directional
information in the template, we used the final set of registra-
tions to align and average the DTI tensors in the log domain.
The resolution of the template is equal to the resolution of
the HCP sMRI data, i.e., 0.7mm isotropic. Slices from the
template are shown in Fig. 4.

As a second step to define the gold standard for compari-
son, we registered the histological atlas to the template, pro-
ducing a preliminary segmentation of 50 separate thalamic
labels. This preliminary segmentation was then manually

Table 1
Summary of the label merging operations used to generate
the manually segmented labels from histological atlas nuclei,
and groupings of manual labels used for evaluation. Displayed
colours follow the convention used in figures throughout this
manuscript. Abbreviation definitions are listed in Section S.4
of the supplement. Visual comparisons of these three protocols
are shown in Section S.8 of the supplement.

Grouping Manual label
Anterior AV
Dorsal LD LP

Lat-Rostral VA VAmc VLa VLp VM
Lat-Caudal Lat-Caudal VPL

Intralaminar CeM Pc Pf MV(Re) Pt
Int-lmnr-Post CM

Medial Medial CL MDI MDm
Pulvinar L-Sg PuA Pul PuL PuM

LGN LGN
MGN MGN

Histological atlas labels

Ant-Lat

Intralaminar

Posterior

refined by an anatomy expert (JA, assisted by MB), to cor-
rect any anatomical errors from registration, and to combine
those thalamic regions which were not reliably identifiable
from the multi-modal template into labels which represent
larger thalamic groups. This resulted in a set of 10 bilateral
labels that were manually identifiable from the template.

The labeled template is used in Section 3.2 to aid in tun-
ing our method. Additionally, features identified from this
template segmentation are used as criteria in Section 3.3 to
manually generate gold standard segmentations for compar-
ison. These subject segmentations are performed without
the aid of an automated preliminary segmentation. How-
ever, on application to individual HCP subjects, the reduced
contrast and resolution resulted in increased ambiguity for
some boundaries. Therefore we further combine the set of
10 manual in vivo labels generated for each subject into a fi-
nal set of 5 coarser groupings, enabling evaluation without
biasing results. Manual labels for the template can be seen
in Fig. 4 and the correspondences between the evaluation
groupings, manually segmented labels and original histolog-
ical atlas labels can be seen in Table 1, with the exception of
the Reticular, which is grouped with white matter as in our
previous work (Iglesias et al., 2018).
3.2. Model selection

Practical implementation of the proposed framework re-
quires decisions on how to share the sMM and dMM param-
eters (Section 2.5.2), which amounts to a model selection
problem. In principle, our generative models enables the
computation of the so-called model evidence, which enables
comparison of models with different number of parameters.
While theoretically appealing, computing this evidence re-
quires marginalisation over all parameters, which leads to
intractable integrals that require approximations. Instead,
we selected the sMM/dMM groupings with a combination
of prior knowledge and a systematic approach called “Tech-
nique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution”
(TOPSIS), which is a standard technique in operations re-
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TOPSIS: DSW-beta
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Figure 5: TOPSIS fitness plot for combinations of structural
(horizontal axis) and diffusion (vertical axis) grouping models
in the DSW-beta likelihood framework. Higher values indicate
the combination of models produced Dice scores and boundary
distances closer on average to the best value for each label.
A mapping from model numbers to parameter groupings is
provided as a spreadsheet in the supplementary material.

search (Hwang and Yoon, 1981; Behzadian et al., 2012).
Structural groupings. In our previous work, we used two
Gaussian components to model the contrast difference be-
tween medial and lateral classes (Iglesias et al., 2018). Here,
we added a third Gaussian modelling the medial portion of
the PuM, which has a structural appearance closer to grey
matter compared with the lateral portion of the PuM. We
then compared the atlas prior and histograms of the tem-
plate volumes to identify 33 possible sMMs grouping nuclei
into three component distributions, which were considered
by TOPSIS (detailed below).
Diffusion groupings. In Section 3.1 we defined 10 labels
for each thalamus that are manually identifiable from com-
bined sMRI and DEC-FA. However, inspection of the dMRI
tensors within these regions found greater heterogeneity in
some regions than in others. As additional borders within
these labels could not be confidently matched with bound-
aries in the histological atlas, we examined multiple options
for combining histological nuclei into larger structures to be
fit with a component distribution. Including these additional
boundaries, and allowing for the possibility of bimodal his-
tograms for some labels, we arrived at 21 possible dMMs,
grouping nuclei into between 11 and 13 component distri-
butions.
TOPSIS. To optimise the choice of sMMs and dMMs in a
systematic fashion, we tested each possible combination of
sMM and dMM parameter groupings on the population tem-
plate. We calculated Dice scores and 95HD for the whole
thalamus as well as the "grouping" and "manual label" re-
gions listed in Table 1. These Dice scores and distances
were then used as measurement channels in the calculation
of a single, normalised fitness score for each combination of

shared parameters using TOPSIS.
TOPSIS operates by first setting vectors of positive and

negative ideal solutions for each measurement channel. For
example, the positive ideal would be a vector containing the
maximum Dice score achieved in each label as well as the
minimum 95HD across all experiments. Each channel is
then normalised and the L2-norm distance is calculated giv-
ing scalar distance measures for each experiment from both
the positive and negative ideal. These distances are then
combined into a single similarity measure between 0 and 1
for each experiment, with 0 indicating the candidate achieves
the worst performance in every Dice and 95HD measure-
ment and 1 indicating the candidate achieves the best in each.
These scores provide an effective fitness measure balanc-
ing the desire to achieve high precision measures of differ-
ing types for multiple labels while penalising poor perfor-
mance in other measurements. The resulting scores for the
DSW-beta model is shown in Fig. 5; equivalent plots for
the Wishart and DSW-beta models may be found in section
S.5 of the supplement. The chosen models are provided in
a spreadsheet in the supplementary material as well as de-
scriptions of all candidate models.
3.3. Application to high resolution dMRI

Having individually tuned the mixture models and de-
fined a manual protocol corresponding to our histological
labels, the obvious next step is to assess the performance
of our joint segmentation method on HCP quality data. A
comparison of our joint segmentation to both the FreeSurfer
whole thalamus segmentation (aseg.mgz) and our previous
structural-onlymethod are shown in Fig. 6. This figure shows
each segmentation overlaid on both the T1-weighted sMRI
and the DEC-FA for two healthy subjects2.

In both subjects the whole thalamus aseg segmentation,
used as an initialisation for both Bayesian methods, shows
obvious errors when overlaid on the DEC-FA, with more
extreme over-segmentation for subject 2. In subject 1 the
structural-only segmentation appears to compensate for these
errors and provides an improved exterior boundary. How-
ever, our joint method shows marked improvement in the
agreement of internal boundaries with colours displayed in
the dMRI (solid arrows) as well as a smaller improvement in
the exterior boundary. This effect is much more pronounced
in subject 2, where the initial over-segmentation of the tha-
lamus propagates to the structural-only method but is cor-
rected by the joint method (arrow outlines).

Such observations provide compelling qualitative evi-
dence for the efficacy of our new method. However, to fully
evaluate its usefulness wemust quantitatively assess both ac-
curacy and repeatability.

2The joint segmentation shown here uses our DSW-beta likelihood
model and the structural method has been optimised for the HCP dataset
by tuning of the stiffness parameter. For a visual comparison of all likeli-
hood models and the default structural segmentation please see the Section
S.6 of the supplement.
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Figure 6: Comparison of representative axial slices from thalamic segmentations generated by FreeSurfer’s recon-all (aseg.mgz),
structural and joint (DSW-beta) Bayesian segmentation on two HCP subjects. Coloured outlines correspond to the histological
atlas labels listed in Table 1. These labels are grouped for further quantitative analysis. Comparisons of coronal and sagittal
slices are shown in Section S.6. of the supplement.

3.3.1. Direct evaluation with manual ground truth
To provide a quantitative measure of segmentation qual-

ity, our anatomy expert (JA, assisted by MB) manually seg-
mented images for 10 randomly selected subjects from the
WashU-UMN HCP dataset (Van Essen et al., 2013) using
criteria developed from the population template as described
in Section 3.1. The manual segmentations were performed
using a combination of T1-weighted andDEC-FA at a 1.25mm
isotropic resolution, corresponding to the native resolution
of the diffusion data in HCP.We generated segmentations for
these subjects using each of the three joint likelihood imple-
mentations from Section 2.3 as well as our previously pub-
lished structural-only implementation (Iglesias et al., 2018).
These automated segmentations, which have the resolution
of the structural scans (0.7mm), were resampled to 1.25mm
isotropic resolution and compared with the ground truth us-
ingDSC and 95HD.Dice scores and 95HD for the five group-
ings (in column one of Table 1) and the whole thalamus are
shown in Fig. 7. We highlight the model achieving the best
median value for each measurement as well as statistically
significant differences between models (Wilcoxon signed-
rank test).

All three joint segmentation methods show distinct im-
provements in both DSC and 95HD across multiple labels
and smaller improvements in the whole thalamus exterior.
Here, the structural-only, Wishart and Log-Gaussian imple-
mentations achieve median DSCs of 0.88 with a small in-
crease to 0.89 for DSW-beta implementation. While this in-
crease does achieve significance compared to the other three,

it is countered by a small increase of 0.12 mm in median
95HD compared to theWishart and log-Gaussian implemen-
tations. Even so, the 95HD for all methods was between 2.3
and 2.5 mm, equivalent to approximately 2 voxel widths on
the manual segmentations.

A joint segmentation method obtained the best 95HD in
each of the five label groups with particularly large improve-
ments in the antero-lateral and lateral-caudal groups. Sim-
ilarly, the joint methods outperform structural-only DSC in
four of the five groups with lateral-caudal class showing an
improvement of 10 Dice points. The only label class where
the structural method outperforms the joint implementations
is the medial class. This is expected as the medial-lateral
contrast change is the only explicitlymodelled interior bound-
ary in the structural-only method. However, the 95HD mea-
surement for themedial thalamus shows no significant differ-
ences between the structural implementation and theWishart
implementation, which performs best in this measurement.

There is comparatively little difference between the three
diffusion likelihood implementations. TheWishart and Log-
Gaussian implementations show themost similar results, while
in the DSW-beta implementation small decreases in accu-
racy of the intralaminar and posterior classes are offset by
improvements in the antero-lateral classes and whole thala-
mus exterior.
3.3.2. Test-retest reliability analysis

In order to assess the test-retest reliability of the method
(a crucial feature in large scale, multi-centre studies), we
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Figure 7: Dice score (top) and 95HD (bottom) comparison of
automated thalamic segmentations to manual delineations of
10 HCP subjects. Scores are stated for our previous structural
only method as well as the three likelihood implementations
of our joint method. Asterisks denote significance level on
Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

segmented images from 110 HCP subjects using two differ-
ent sets of DTI images for each subject – one based on the
b=1000 s∕mm2 shell and one based on the b=2000 s∕mm2
shell – and compared the outputs. While the results of such
an experiment are optimistic when compared to experiments
in which images are acquired with multiple scanners, it does
enable thorough comparison within the same dataset; test-
retest experiments with multiple acquisitions are described
in Section 3.4.1 below.

First we examine the effect of such an acquisition change
on the groupings evaluated in Section 3.3.1. Dice scores for
these groupings can be seen in Fig. 8. These results gener-
ally show that all three models are reasonably robust to such
an acquisition change in HCP quality data, with a median
Dice score of 0.85 or greater in each grouped label across
all models and greater than 0.95 for the whole thalamus.
However, the DSW-beta implementation does appear to be
more robust. This model shows improved Dice scores with
high significance in the whole thalamus, antero-lateral, me-
dial and posterior groupings. Conversely, there is a slight
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Figure 8: Dice score evaluation of test-retest reliability on 110
HCP subjects. For each subject, we performed two segmenta-
tions using DTI images obtained by fitting the tensor to the
data from b=1000 s∕mm2 and b=2000 s∕mm2 shells separately
and computed Dice scores for groups of labels in the two re-
sulting segmentations. Asterisks denote significance level on
Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

but significant drop in the lateral-caudal grouping and there
is no significant difference between the three models in the
intralaminar grouping.

This increased stability of the DSW-beta implementation
compared to the other models is also reflected in the individ-
ual label Dice scores. In the left-right averaged Dice scores
for 25 labels we find that the DSW-beta achieves the highest
median scores in 17 labels and differences from the winning
model in a further 3 labels do not reach significance. Of the
remaining 5 labels DSW-beta still achieves scores greater
than 0.85 in the VPL and CM nuclei and greater than 0.75
for the MV(Re). The lowest Dice scores for all three meth-
ods are present in the VM, Pc and Pt nuclei. These are small
nuclei, in the region of 2−5 mm3, and consist of fewer than
ten voxels in each hemisphere. Dice scores for individual
nuclei from the DSW-beta implementation can be found in
section S.7 of the supplement.

To account for these small classes, we also examine the
volume measurements of each label. These volumes are cal-
culated as the sum across voxels of the posterior probability
of each label multiplied by the voxel size to account for vox-
els with multiple non-zero posteriors. Examining the intra-
class correlation coefficients (ICC) for these volumes in the
DSW-beta implementation shows the volumes are extremely
stable between acquisition types. Looking at the left and
right labels separately we find that 27 of the labels have ICCs
above 0.9 with a further 20 having values above 0.8, indi-
cating high correlation between the volume measurements
generated by each acquisition type. In fact the ICCs for the
remaining labels are also all above 0.75 apart from the right
Pc with a value of 0.69, indicating that the volumes for the
VM, Pc and Pt may still be used for volumetric analysis. The
median label volumes and ICCs for the DSW-beta imple-
mentation can be found in section S.7 of the supplement.
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3.4. Applications to conventional quality dMRI
While our method assumes that the resolution of the dif-

fusionMRI approaches 1 mm isotropic (which is the case for
many modern datasets, e.g., following the HCP protocol), it
is of high interest to segment the thalamic nuclei in lower res-
olution scans for two reasons. First, because large amounts
of legacy data were acquired at lower resolution. And sec-
ond, because many current studies (e.g., ADNI, GENFI) still
use those acquisitions, either in order not to deviate from
the protocol used to acquire images earlier in the project
or to accommodate acquisition constraints such as available
scanner time. As explained in Section 2.3 above, compat-
ibility with conventional quality data is actually the reason
why we chose to model the diffusion tensor in our likeli-
hood term, rather than using a more sophisticated, higher
order model. Therefore, to assess our method on conven-
tional quality scans, we perform both reliability analysis and
indirect evaluation using two conventional quality datasets.
In the first experiment we use a locally acquired dataset at
the UCLDRC, which provides T1-weightedMPRAGEs and
two dMRI scans for 21 healthy controls. In the second ex-
periment we use both healthy controls and subjects with AD
from the ADNI dataset.3

The resolution of the dMRI scans provided by these two
datasets is heavily reduced from that of the HCP data. The
voxels in the UCL DRC images encompass 8 times the vol-
ume of those in the HCP images, while the ADNI image
voxels are 2.5 times larger than HCP, with double the slice
thickness. This decrease in the resolution of such scans,
compared to HCP, make manual delineation infeasible using
the joint structural and DEC-FA criteria from Section 3.1.
The large volumes of these voxels increase partial volume
effects within the dMRI, obscuring boundaries, while the in-
creased slice thickness makes it difficult to trace the first and
last slices of every group. Instead, in Section 3.4.1 we per-
form test-retest reliability analysis and in Section 3.4.2 we
perform indirect validation, using the ability to discriminate
between subjects with AD and healthy controls as a proxy
for segmentation accuracy.

3The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Ageing,
the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, the Food
and Drug Administration, private pharmaceutical companies and non-profit
organisations, as a $60million, 5-year public-private partnership. The main
goal of ADNI is to test whether MRI, positron emission tomography (PET),
other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment
can be combined to analyse the progression of MCI and early AD. Markers
of early AD progression can aid researchers and clinicians to develop new
treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as well as decrease the time and
cost of clinical trials. The Principal Investigator of this initiative is Michael
W. Weiner, MD, VA Medical Center and University of California — San
Francisco. ADNI is a joint effort by co-investigators from industry and
academia. Subjects have been recruited from over 50 sites across the U.S.
and Canada. The initial goal of ADNI was to recruit 800 subjects but ADNI
has been followed by ADNI-GO and ADNI-2. These three protocols have
recruited over 1500 adults (ages 55–90) to participate in the study, consist-
ing of cognitively normal older individuals, people with early or late MCI,
and people with early AD. The follow up duration of each group is spec-
ified in the corresponding protocols for ADNI-1, ADNI-2 and ADNI-GO.
Subjects originally recruited for ADNI-1 and ADNI-GO had the option to
be followed in ADNI-2. For up-to-date information, see http://www.adni-
info.org.
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Figure 9: Dice score evaluation of test-retest reliability on
conventional-quality data from 21 subjects acquired at the UCL
Dementia Research Centre. For each subject, we performed
two segmentations using dMRI data acquired in the same ses-
sion using the same acquisition parameters and computed Dice
scores for groups of labels. Asterisks denote significance level
on Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

3.4.1. Test-retest reliability analysis
In order to assess the test-retest reliability of the method

on lower resolution dMRI, we used a separate dataset, com-
prising 21 healthy volunteers (9 male, 12 female, aged 53 –
80 years) acquired at the UCL DRC. Three MRI sequences
were performed for each subject in a single session: one T1-
weighted MPRAGE 1.1 mm isotropic resolution; and two
diffusion weighted acquisitions each consisting of 64 gradi-
ent directions at a b-value of 1,000 s∕mm2 and a 2.5 mm
isotropic resolution. Using the two dMRI acquisitions as
separate tests, segmentationswere performed at a 1mm isotropic
resolution in the native orientation of the individual dMRI
volumes before being resampled to the native space of the
structural volume for calculation of test-retest Dice scores.
GroupwiseDice scores for this experiment are shown in Fig. 9.

As expected from the increased voxel size and reduced
quality of the data, the Dice scores in Fig. 9 are lower than
those in in Fig. 8, although median scores are still above 0.9
for whole thalamus and 0.8 for four of the five grouped la-
bels. However, it is clearer from this plot that the DSW-beta
implementation is the most robust to differences in dMRI,
with the highest median Dice score in each category. This
may be due the increased dimensionality of the Wishart and
log-Gaussian models, meaning imprecise fitting of the ten-
sor model caused by partial volume effects has a greater im-
pact than for themore robust FA and principle directionmodel
used by the DSW-beta likelihood.

Aswith the previous test-retest experiment, this increased
stability of the DSW-beta is also reflected in the individual
label Dice scores. In this case DSW-beta achieves the high-
est median scores in 21 labels and differences from the win-
ning model in a further 2 labels do not reach significance
when looking at left-right averaged Dice scores. Of the re-
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maining labels, DSW-beta still achieves scores greater than
0.80 in the VLp, while the LD is a small nucleus in the re-
gion of 19 mm3 and still achieves ICCs above 0.95 in both
hemispheres. In fact, of all the nuclei, 20 show ICCs above
0.9, with a further 18 having values above 0.8 and all but 5
above 0.7, including for some small nuclei under 50 mm3
where Dice scores are reduced. The median label volumes,
Dice scores and ICCs for the DSW-beta implementation can
be found in section S.7 of the supplement.
3.4.2. Alzheimer’s disease study

So far we have performed experiments to evaluate both
reliability and accuracy measures for the three joint models.
While all three models show similar differences in accuracy
compared to structural only segmentation on HCP quality
data, generation of ground truth manual segmentations on
conventional quality data was infeasible using the protocol
from Section 3.1, due to the reduced resolution of the dMRI.
To compensate for this we repeat an indirect evaluation ex-
periment from our previous work (Iglesias et al., 2018, 2019)
in which we evaluate the utility of our segmentations in a
scenario more closely resembling a classical group study.

Specifically, we examine the ability to discriminate be-
tween healthy controls and subjects with AD from the ADNI
dataset using the volume measurements derived from the
DSW-beta implementation as compared to the structural only
and FreeSurfer whole thalamus segmentations. While the
thalamus is less strongly affected in AD than other struc-
tures (e.g., the hippocampus), it is still expected to see bi-
lateral atrophy of around 12%, with local shrinkage in the
anterodorsal, centromedial, intralaminar and pulvinar nuclei
(Pini et al., 2016). Despite this, volume measurements of
whole thalamus segmentations can show poor discrimina-
tive ability, making improved discriminative ability from nu-
clei measures indicative of improved segmentation quality.
The decision to focus on the DSW-beta implementation was
taken due to the significantly improved reliability of theDSW-
beta labels compared to bothWishart and log-Gaussianmod-
els in HCP quality and conventional quality scans, while ac-
curacy on HCP quality scans remains comparable.

First we consider 45 subjects with AD and 45 controls
(73.7±18.0 years; 44 females total) from the ADNI. These
subjects were initially processed for a study on connectivity
differences in dementia (Frau-Pascual et al., 2019) and used
for a classification experiment in our previous work (Iglesias
et al., 2019). The data consisted of T1-weighted scans, with
a resolution of 1.2×1×1mm (sagittal), and dMRI with a res-
olution of 1.35×1.35×2.7mm (axial). We fit the DTI model
to the b=1000 s∕mm2 shell (41 directions), combined with 5
volumes at b=0. We then segmented each subject using the
FreeSurfer recon-all stream as well as our previous struc-
tural only method and DSW-beta model joint implementa-
tion. However, initial examination of these subjects revealed
some cases where the inclusion of the dMRI shifts bound-
aries in the segmentation due to the lower resolution of the
dMRI data (and thus increased partial volume effects). An
example is the over-segmentation of the thalamus into the

(a) (b) 

Figure 10: Comparison of thalamic segmentations of a subject
from the ADNI dataset using equal (a) and reduced (b) dMRI
likelihood weighting. Weighting the dMRI likelihood by the ra-
tio of voxel volumes between sMRI and dMRI results in more
accurate estimation of boundaries with heavy partial volum-
ing in the diffusion channel, e.g., the CSF/posterior-thalamus
boundary (red arrows).

Table 2
AUC, accuracy at elbow, and p-value for improved AUC values
as given by a DeLong test.

FreeSurfer Structural Diffusion
(whole) (nuclei) (nuclei)

AUC 62.02% 72.30% 81.98%
Acc. at elbow 62.22% 68.89% 75.56%
p-value vs FreeSurfer 0.150 0.004
p-value vs Structural 0.049

CSF in Fig. 10a. We addressed this by allowing the contribu-
tion of the dMRI likelihood term to be reduced in proportion
to the ratio between voxel volumes in the sMRI and dMRI
volumes (Fig. 10b) as outlined in Section 2.5 and Section
S.2 of the supplement.

As in Iglesias et al. 2019, we computed receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) curves for discrimination of sub-
jects into the two classes using five approaches: three based
on thresholding the volume of the whole thalamus (as given
by the FreeSurfer recon-all stream, the structural segmenta-
tion, and the joint segmentation); and two based on thresh-
olding the likelihood ratio given by a linear discriminant
analysis (LDA, Fisher 1936) on the volumes of the histologi-
cal nuclei (as given by the structural and joint segmentation).
The resulting ROC curves are shown in Fig. 11(a) with the
area under the curve (AUC), accuracy at the elbow and p-
values for comparison of AUC values shown in Table 2.

From these curves we can see that all three methods re-
lying on the total volume of the thalamus have poor discrimi-
native ability, with little difference between using FreeSurfer,
structural or joint segmentations. This contrasts to the nu-
clei specific methods, which both show marked improve-
ments. Structural segmentation shows an increase of 10%
AUC over FreeSufer’s whole thalamus and joint segmenta-
tion an increase of 20%. However, only the improvements of
the joint method show statistical significance with p = 0.004
vs. FreeSurfer and p = 0.049 vs structural nuclei segmenta-
tion.

Tables 3 and 4 compareAUCvalues andCohen’s d scores
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(a) (b)

Figure 11: ROC curves for classification of subjects within the ADNI dataset based on thalamic volumes. a) Compares classification
between AD and controls using 5 methods. b) Compares classification of subjects with AD, early and late MCI from healthy
controls using the nuclei volumes from diffusion.

Table 3
Thalamic nuclei showing statistically significant differences be-
tween Alzheimer’s and controls for the joint segmentations,
sorted by increasing p-value (Wilcoxon rank-sum).

Structure AUC Cohen’s d p-value

PuM-medial 71.60% 0.7850 0.0004
MDm 66.77% 0.5827 0.0062
MDl 62.96% 0.3005 0.0345

Table 4
Thalamic nuclei showing statistically significant differences be-
tween Alzheimer’s and controls for the structural segmenta-
tions, sorted by increasing p-value (Wilcoxon rank-sum).

Structure AUC Cohen’s d p-value

MDm 68.20% 0.7478 0.0030
MDl 68.05% 0.4868 0.0032
AV 67.31% 0.5432 0.0047
VA 66.12% 0.5626 0.0085
PuA 63.85% 0.4631 0.0239

for the nuclei showing statistically significant differences be-
tween Alzheimer’s and controls (p < 0.05) in the joint and
structural segmentation methods respectively. The most sig-
nificant atrophy detected by the joint segmentation method
was present in the medial portion of the PuM that was added
to the atlas to model heterogeneity in the pulvinar. While the
smaller sample size in the current study (N=90 vs N=374)
resulted in lowered significance for some atrophy measure-
ments and contributes to reduced AUC overall for the struc-
tural method compared to the experiment in (Iglesias et al.,
2018), the medial PuM still reaches significance in joint seg-

mentation after Bonferroni-correction for 26 multiple com-
parisons (p < 0.0019). Comparing these to the structural
measurements, more structural labels reach significance at
p < 0.05 but not after correction for multiple comparisons.
The joint segmentation differentiates more between nuclei,
while the structural volumes are more correlated, possibly
due to the two component model used in the structural likeli-
hoodmodel. We note that unlike our previous work the LGN
and MGN do not contribute significantly to atrophy in either
method, this is likely due to modification of these labels in
the latest version of the atlas available in FreeSurfer 7.2.

Given the improved discriminative ability of the jointly
segmented nuclei for AD vs control’s, we applied the DSW-
beta segmentationmethod to 84 additional subjects fromADNI.
These consisted of 52 subjects (73.7±18.5, 11 females) with
earlymild cognitive impairment (EMCI) and 32 subjects (73.2±16.7,
19 females) with late mild cognitive impairment (LMCI).
The corresponding ROC curves for discrimination between
these groups and controls in Fig. 11(b) show a smooth, pro-
gressive transition across the four stages of the disease. This
highlights the ability of our method to pick up onmore subtle
volume differences from LMCI (AUC 62.57%, Acc. at el-
bow 66.23%) although not from EMCI (AUC 50.56%, Acc.
at elbow 57.73%).

4. Discussion and Conclusion
In this article, we have presented and tested a novel seg-

mentation method for thalamic subregions from structural
and diffusion MRI. Building on the Bayesian segmentation
literature, we propose an algorithm to incorporate likelihood
models of both structural and diffusion MRI into a single
joint segmentation. By combining this with novel likelihood
models of dMRI, we obtain accurate identification of the
main thalamic regions. Through this method the informa-
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tion in structuralMRI enables placement of boundaries in re-
gions with strong contrast (e.g. themedial boundarywith the
ventricles) with high precision, attributed to its higher res-
olution; the diffusion information enables the accurate seg-
mentation of boundaries that are invisible in typical struc-
tural MRI sequences. Furthermore, we have presented an
improved version of our previous histological atlas, which
enables more accurate modelling of diffusion MRI in the
cerebral white matter. The proposed method will be dis-
tributed with FreeSurfer and is widely applicable because
the likelihood: (i) relies on a simpleDTImodel, whichmakes
it compatible with virtually every diffusion dataset; (ii) ad-
justs to different resolutions by correcting for voxel sizes;
and (iii) relies on an unsupervisedmodel that is robust against
changes in MR contrast.

We have conducted extensive experiments with manual
segmentations, test-retest acquisition, and group studies –
including datasets with different resolutions. The results have
shown that the joint model exploiting the diffusion informa-
tion improves accuracy over structural-only segmentation.
Moreover, we have also found that the varying resolution
gap between structural and diffusion MRI may be accom-
modated by weighting the diffusion likelihood term to ac-
count for voxel size differences, thus bypassing the need to
explicitly model partial voluming – which quickly becomes
intractable, particularly in multi-modal images defined on
different voxel grids. While both our proposed likelihood
model (DSW-beta) and the two competing alternatives showed
similar levels of improved accuracy over structural-only seg-
mentationwhen comparedwithmanual delineations, we found
the DSW-beta distribution to have the highest test-retest reli-
ability and to be the most robust at lowered dMRI resolution.

Our proposedmethod has a large number of design choices,
particularly linked to the specification of shared parameters
across classes in the structural and diffusion mixture mod-
els. We set these parameters with the combination of expert
prior knowledge, a labelled template, and a well-known ap-
proach from the decision making literature (TOPSIS).While
this approach is suboptimal (our prior knowledge is imper-
fect; a single template is biased towards a certain population,
contrast, and resolution; and TOPSIS’s criteria may not nec-
essarily be ideal), it yielded groupings that worked well in
practice for different datasets with different resolution.

This work has a number of limitations. In particular,
there are aspects of our modelling which could be further
improved, or which require additional investigation. For ex-
ample, we do not explicitly model the partial volume effect;
while accounting for the voxel size ratio mitigated this prob-
lem in our experiments, it is possible that it does not suffice
for more extreme ratios. This could be addressed with fur-
ther experimentation on datasets with varying dMRI resolu-
tion or solutions based on CNNs.

Another modelling decision that could be investigated
further is the reflective symmetry constraint we impose on
dMRI distributions for contralateral structures. Our approach
attempts to protect against abnormal structural asymmetry
by deriving the plane of reflection from the reflected dMRI

likelihood distributions rather than anatomical markers. We
expect that asymmetries uniformly affecting a hemisphere
would cause the estimated reflective plane to be rotated from
the midline, but that segmentation accuracy would remain
unaffected. More focal pathologies that cause asymmetrical
directionality are likely to result in less heavily peaked like-
lihood distributions for the affected labels, equivalent to an
increased variance for a Gaussian model. This could poten-
tially impact segmentation accuracy for affected contralat-
eral structures, though the impact is expected to be mitigated
by the contribution of the prior and structural likelihoods,
and their contribution to the reflection objective would be re-
duced limiting their effect on other labels. Pathologies with a
larger impact on brain anatomy, such as lesions and tumours,
are likely to affect segmentation accuracy for the additional
reason that they are not explicitly modelled by our atlas, as is
the case with many methods. Determining the effect of such
asymmetries, and testing the performance of our methods
with and without reflection, require further work and valida-
tion, so that the method can be reliably applied to a wider
range of conditions.

There are also opportunities to improve the validation
of our method, e.g. by assessing the quality of the man-
ual labels through intra- and inter-rater variability or inves-
tigating other methods to generate ground truth segmenta-
tions. We designed our manual segmentation protocol to
allow comparison of regions discernible from a combina-
tion of 3T T1-weighted MPRAGE images and HCP quality
DEC-FA. This resulted in the segmentation of ten thalamic
regions, whichwere further combined into five groupings for
evaluation, limiting the detail of our ground truth compar-
isons. Improved accuracy for such groups of nuclei is a pos-
itive step towards validation of the separate labels, and regis-
tration of grouped boundaries in a hierarchical approach has
been shown to improve segmentation accuracy (Liu et al.,
2020). However, full validation of our nuclei level labels re-
mains to be done and will require datasets that pair standard
sMRI/dMRI with advanced imaging in which nuclei level
structures are manually identifiable.

Advanced 7T MRI sequences can show improved con-
trast for thalamic nuclei, with manual segmentations hav-
ing been generated from both white-matter-nulled (WMn)
MPRAGE sequences (Su et al., 2019) and susceptibilityweighted
imaging (Liu et al., 2020) to validate thalamic segmenta-
tion algorithms. For example, Liu et al. (2020) demonstrate
Dice scores of between 0.53 (habenula) and 0.9 (whole pul-
vinar) when applying their semi-automated method to 3T
T1-weighted images for which an accurate exterior thalamic
boundary has been provided as an input. Similarly Su et al.
(2019) demonstrate Dices scores between 0.64 (ventral lat-
eral anterior) and 0.89 (mediodorsal) using multi-atlas seg-
mentation on their 7T WMn-MPRAGE images. Addition-
ally, while dMRI clustering methods (Battistella et al., 2017)
have shown limited qualitative alignment to histological la-
bellings, advanced dMRI in the form of short-track tract den-
sity imaging has been used to manually identify 13 histolog-
ically guided nuclei (Basile et al., 2021). Currently there
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are no standard guidelines when it comes to neuroimaging
of the thalamus; harmonisation of competing thalamic label
definitions is a focus in the thalamic segmentation commu-
nity, with ongoing efforts from the international ThAlamic
nuclei Neuroimaging GrOup (TANGO), mirroring a similar
effort for hippocampal subfields (Wisse et al., 2017).

The presentedmethodwill be publicly available in FreeSurfer
as an extension of our current structural-only code. As high-
resolution diffusion data become increasingly accessible, al-
gorithms that can exploit them to produce accurate segmen-
tations – particularly for boundaries that are invisible in struc-
turalMRI – have the potential to greatly enhance neuroimag-
ing studies.
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The probabilistic atlas and segmentation tool will be made publicly available as part of the 
neuroimaging package FreeSurfer (https://www.freesurfer.net/). Publicly available raw data 
used in the evaluation of this method may be obtained from the Human Connectome 
Project (http://www.humanconnectomeproject.org/) and the Alzheimer’s Disease 
Neuroimaging Initiative (https://adni.loni.usc.edu/).  The UCL dataset that support the 
findings of this study are not publicly available due to ethical restrictions. 
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